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Annex – Grundtvig Workshop Individual Evaluation Form
1)

Each of the Workshop's participants must fill in and sign the following
form, which must be annexed to the Workshop's final report form and
submitted by the Workshop Organiser to its National Agency.

NB: The Workshop Organiser is free to add questions but must not modify or
delete those which are proposed below.
2)

Each participant must send a copy of this annex to the National Agency of
his/her country.

Addresses of National Agencies are available on the following webpage:

http://ec.europa.eu/education/programmes/llp/national_en.html

I - Identification of the Workshop (to be pre-filled by the Workshop organiser)
Title of the Workshop

Training the Trainers to Conduct Adult Literacy Effective
Courses,
Using
Modern
Education
Theories
and
Technologies

Grant agreement
number
Host institution

GRU-13-GRAT-15 B

Dates of the Workshop

17th - 24th August 2014

Asociaţia pentru Resurse Comunitare şi Autodezvoltare –
ARCA

II - Identification of the participant
Name

14 participants

Country of residence
E-mail address or
contact details

8 countries

Occupation (if
applicable).If retired /
unemployed: what was
your former job?
Prior experience of
international activities

Trainers, teachers, professionals in adult literacy education

When appropriate, please rate the following questions on a Scale 1-5: 1 = not at all, 5 =
very much
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Information and motivation
How did you hear about the Workshop?
o
o
o
o

Europa (European Commission's website) 1
National Agency's website Workshop Organiser - 7
Other (please specify): 6 (partners, Chance for life Foundation, email list, EN.O
Greece, Turkish Erasmus +Partner).

Which were the factors which motivated you to participate? (Please circle your
answer)
The opportunity to raise my professional profile and enhance my
skills as an adult literacy teacher
Votes
%
The proposed initial and/or continuing pedagogical training in the
field of adult literacy is interesting
%
The Workshop programme introduces new
learning materials for adult literacy teachers

teaching

and

%
The European dimension of the Workshop would give me an
opportunity to practice foreign languages and widen my
perspectives
%
The exchange of know-how with other European countries will
enhance my skills
%
Attending the Workshop would further my career plans as a
teacher in adult literacy education
%
Attending the Workshop would give me an exciting or useful
European experience

1–2–3–4–5
- - 1 13
- - 7,14% 92,85%
1–2–3–4–5
- 1 4 9
- 7,14% 28,57%64,29%
1–2–3–4–5
- - 1 2 11
- - 7,14% 14,28% 78,57
1–2–3–4–5
1 3 10
- 7,14% - 21,43% 71,43%
1–2–3–4–5
- 1 - 13
- 7,14% - 92,85%
1–2–3–4–5
1 5 8
- 7,14% - 35,71% 57,14%
1–2–3–4–5

- 2 12
%
- - 14,28% 85,71%
Other (please specify): ………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Personal experience
How satisfied are you with the content of the Workshop?
Do you feel the Workshop has achieved its objectives?
How satisfied are you with the duration of the Workshop?

1–2–3–4-5
- 2 - 12
- - 14,28% - 85,71%
1–2–3–4-5
- - 1 2 11
- 7,14% 14,28%78,57
1–2–3–4-5
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1
1
1
1

How satisfied are you with the dates of the Workshop?
How satisfied are you with the location of the Workshop?
How satisfied are you with the accommodation?
How satisfied are you with the other practical arrangements (food,
…)?

–2
–2
–2
–2

- 3 11
- 21,43% 78,57
–3–4-5
- 3 11
- 21,43% 78,57
–3–4-5
1 13
- 7,14% 92,85%
–3–4-5
1 13
- 7,14% 92,85%
–3–4-5

- - - 14
- - 100%
1–2–3–4-5

Did you encounter any serious problems before or during the
Workshop?

14 -

-

100.00%

-

-

If yes, please specify: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Learning outcomes
Did the Workshop meet your expectations, in terms of?

Interesting treatment of the topic

1–2–3–4-5
- 2 - 12
- - 14,28% - 85,71%
1–2–3–4-5
- 1 1 12
- 7,14% 7,14% 85,71%
1–2–3–4-5

Providing an exchange of pedagogical materials
Providing an opportunity to learn new teaching methodologies in
the field of adult literacy

1–
-

Providing interesting contacts in the field at European level

Are you satisfied with the learning recognition you received
for participating in this Workshop (e.g. attendance
certificate, diploma, etc…)?

- 1 1 12
- 7,14% 7,14% 85,71%
2–3–4-5
- 2 12
- - 14,28% 85,71%

1–2–3–4-5
-

-

-

-

-

1

13

7,14% 92,85%

How satisfied are you with the Workshop activities and the following aspects?
Methodology of the Workshop
1–2–3–4-5
- 1 13
- - 7,14% 92,85%
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The number of hours of activities
The equipment used
Skills and expertise of the teachers / trainers

Do you think participation in the Workshop will help you in:
Starting / continuing studies

1–2–3–4-5
- - 2 12
- - 14,28% 85,71%
1–2–3–4-5
- - 2 12
- - 14,28% 85,71%
1–2–3–4-5
- 1 - 13
- - 7,14% - 92,85%
1–2–3–4–5
1 2 11
7,14% -

Developing your career / finding a job
Improving your professional practice

14,28%78,57

1–2–3–4–5
- 3 1 10
- - 21,43% 7,14% 71,43
1–2–3–4–5
- 2 12
-

Starting transnational cooperation activities in the field of literacy
teaching

-

-

14,28% -

85,71%

1–2–3–4–5
-

-

-

-

2

14,28%

12

85,71%

Your personal life

1–2–3–4–5
- 1 2 11
- - 7,14% 14,28% 78,57%
Other (please specify): “Applying for EU programmes for international cooperation in the
field of adult non-formal education” Jeronimo Bouicero.

Please provide any comment you feel can be useful for the implementation of
Grundtvig Workshops or regarding your experience

“The Organisers had gone into great length to provide us with a comfortable, pleasurable living
experience, including cultural activities. This goal has been achieved more than fully and I think Mrs.
Maria Draica role has been instrumental and decisive in this domain. The training itself has been
pleasurable and a great learning atmosphere was achieved. I would expect the choice of trainers to
take into account more their “real” expertise in the training field. In any case, I would like to thank
everybody. We really had a great experience.”Kleanthis Neophytou, Cyprus
“Regarding my experience, Grundtvig workshops are very useful, especially in the field of adult
education
 In a rapidly changed world adults must have the competencies and skills needed for their life
(personal and professional), especially literate ones
 In order for them to feel safer those kind of workshops must be extended and more and more
people (trainers and trainees) have to participate” Eleni Ivasina, Greece
“Very well structured, to the point approach of subject. Really useful exercises. Extremely pleasant
and helpful trainers. Gaining through interaction with on many levels. An extremely unique
experience in general. We came as trainers-to-be-trained, and we part leaving Bucharest as friends &
looking forward to our next venture. Many thanks” Zacharoula Tzamou
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„Great atmosphere, very professional trainers and organisers” Elena Nuică România
“Perfect skilled teachers. Nice people.” Monika Kučerková, Slovakia
“I met amazing people, best program, professional trainers. I enjoyed lessons with excellent
atmosphere” Hakan Demir, Turkey
“I think this workshop is very useful for my experience, skills and cultural exchange I achieved” Erdal
Mart, Turkey
“I felt very welcome to the workshop and the trainers and organiser were exceptionally helpful and
nice.
This is how every workshop should be. Thank you, Maria Draica” Jeronimo Bouicero, UK
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